
Providing each customer the “perfect” bow is tricky
business. One model, or even one brand, obviously
doesn’t serve every shooter. In selling you’re also up

against preconceived notions collected via archery
acquaintances and long-held prejudices, with a healthy
dose of advertising hype and brand loyalty tossed into the
mix. Nowhere does this confusion become more pointed
than in axle-to-axle (ata) dimensions. Manufacturers con-
tinue to develop ever-shorter bows. For a good majority of
bowhunters a short bow likely serves wonderfully. In other
cases “short” might not make the wisest choice. If you own
a pro shop or sporting goods store one of your top priori-
ties is to create satisfied customers. A big portion of this
equation is assisting individuals in making informed gear
choices based on real-life needs, sometimes helping dispel
preconceived notions not in a customer’s best interest.

Physical Aspects 
What bow length is best for any given shooter’s a func-

tion of physical stature (actual draw length), as well as sub-
jective feel. This is easily exemplified using custom recurve
bows for illustration. When taking orders many custom
bowyers give draw length top priority when recommend-
ing design, say, pushing something in the 58-inch class for
archers with draw lengths of 28 inches or less, a 62-inch
model for those with draw lengths of 30 inches or more,
those falling in between steered toward a 60-inch model.
These, of course, are round numbers for an easy example,
and certainly those with long draw lengths have shot
shorter bows successfully, and vice versa. Without getting
too technical, combining the perfect draw and bow length
means a bow’s limbs are working within an optimum load
range for top performance. I like to think the same princi-
ple applies to compound shooters.

There’s no arguing a longer ata bow is inherently more
stable than a shorter model – relative to riser reflex and
brace height. Wider weight distribution makes longer bows
more stable, translating into finer aiming and more consis-
tent accuracy. A shorter bow is undeniably more maneu-
verable, especially in tight confines, even easier to carry all
day in wide-open country. 

Yet, for someone short or small in stature the longest
bows can prove unwieldy, even cumbersome. It could
make a maneuver such as shooting while sitting flat on
their rear difficult to impossible, for example. Conversely,
an exceptionally tall person shooting the shortest bow
models must hold an innately unstable bow at the end of
proportionally longer arms. There’s also the factor of
longer draw lengths creating exceptionally acute string
angles at full draw, setting peeps farther from the shooting
eye and reducing low-light sighting ability and long-range
accuracy. These are the extremes, with more customers
than not falling somewhere in the middle. 

Measuring Up
I’ll not belabor the subject of finger bows over long, as

it’s somewhat of a dying market. There’s not many of us left;
Chuck Adams, Bob Fromme and I the only names that
come quickly to mind in the “industry” who still release
compound strings the old-fashioned way. This also seems
a regional bias. In New Mexico, where I used to live, finger
shooters were well represented in 3-D tournaments across
the state and competition was stiff. In northern Idaho,
where I now live, you might very well be competing against
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yourself after entering a tournament as a finger/com-
pound shooter (most finger shooters have taken up tradi-
tional gear here). You know your customers better than I,
so I’ll leave it at that. 

The finger shooter is automatically in line for a longer
bow due to a couple inescapable truths. Of heavy import is
the simple function of string angle at full draw. The shorter
the bow, the more severe the angle as the string wraps
around fingers at full draw. A too-short bow combined
with a longer draw length induces “finger pinch,” causing

not only discomfort but release inconsistency and accura-
cy erosion. When releasing with fingers 40 inches provides
a good benchmark, though I occasionally shoot bows
slightly shorter when cam designs roll outward far enough
to add a couple inches at each end of the bow at full draw
(I have a 30-inch draw). Higher brace heights — say above
eight inches — also seem to relieve some finger pinch on
bows slightly shorter than the 40-inch mark. Add or sub-
tract an inch or two from one end or the other when deal-
ing with a customer at the extreme spectrums of the draw
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length scale. Much longer com-
pounds are available (less so every
year), bows in the neighborhood of 45
inches ata. They’re pure accuracy on
the target line, but in the field come to
feel like boat anchors – and they’re
seldom much on performance. 

Conversely, the very shortest bow
models absolutely require a release
aid. Recent surveys on New Archery
Product’s website reveal that 75 to 80
percent of respondents employ a
release for all their archery endeavors,
so a short bow causes no physical
dilemmas for the majority. When I
refer to the very shortest bows I have
in mind those less than about 33 inch-
es, great choices all when bowhunt-
ing, say, turkey while sitting flat on the
ground, from within a pop-up blind,
or for the average eastern whitetail
hunter rarely shooting beyond 30
yards. 

I add the 30-yard stipulation
because, overall, these mighty mites
are pretty tough to shoot well beyond
35 to 40 yards. Factors such as riser
geometry and most especially brace
height directly affect accuracy and
forgiveness. Also, every shooter has
varying degrees of shooting skill.
Given these stipulations, take these
numbers as a subjective baseline. It’s
also understood most bowhunters
(some 80 to 90 percent in the United
States) pursue only whitetail deer
after installing themselves in tree-
stands, seldom shooting beyond 30
yards, which pretty much explains the
short-bow craze to my mind. 

Regardless – in very general terms
– for customers hunting the West,
especially, wishing to extend their
maximum effective range and shoot
tighter groups at all ranges, improve
3-D scores perhaps most of all, the
shortest bows probably aren’t the
answer. Let me put it another way; tar-
get-shooting gurus like Tim
Gillingham, Levi Morgan or Randy
Ulmer don’t choose short bows, on
the range or in the field.  

And again, what’s long relative to
physical stature?  I’ll step out on a
limb and call anything in the 34- to
37-inch range a great compromise
between forgiving accuracy, and
portability/maneuverability for the
average bowhunter – granted you’re

shooting a release aid. If your cus-
tomer has an extremely long draw
length (more than 30 inches) look to
models with lengths of more than, say,
35 inches. That extra length will be
needed if added accuracy, and espe-
cially long-range shooting, are on
their agenda.

So, in a nutshell, just so you
understand I’m not advocating one
style or the other, helping customers
become the best they can be is about
first sizing them up physically, and
then getting a feel for exactly what
they expect of their equipment and
shooting. The final step in the fitting
process is allowing customers to
shoot the bow they have in mind (or
you have recommended) allowing
them to determine if the feel is right
for them. What you decide to hang in
your bow shop ultimately boils down
to geographic location (in relation to

available game) and the sophistica-
tion of your customer base (the level
of accuracy demanded).

Alpine Archery
A compound bow innovator

since 1988, Alpine owner and head
engineer Bob Proctor has introduced
many firsts in archery. That innova-
tive spirit is alive and well today in
models like the brand-new Alpine
Nitrous N20 and Silverado
Yukon/Ventura.

The 33.25-inch ata Nitrous N20
includes a plethora of innovative
features, including a long, one-piece
neutral riser design, new 3G
Velocitec Cam and revolutionary
LXP limb pocket. Combined the
Nitrous N20 proves accurate, forgiv-
ing and ultra smooth shooting.
Based on the proven Velocitec sys-
tem, the 80 percent let-off 3G (3rd
generation) is designed to not only
be faster but more user friendly. Dual
payout grooves keep limb load even
and balanced for enhanced accuracy
and energy transfer. LXP design,
Laterally eXtreme Pocket, is also new
for 2010,  it is an extended pocket
design engineered to produce the
speed of an extreme reflex-riser bow,
but with the stability of a straight-
handle bow design. These features
allow the Nitrous N20 to spit out
arrows to 320 fps via a forgiving 7.25-
inch brace height. With all of this
customers also get a handsome,
one-piece rosewood handle and pre-
stretched Stone Mountain Dakota
Bowstrings. The 4.2-pound bow is
offered in draw weights from 60 to 70
pounds, draw lengths of 28 to 31
inches, in Next G-1 Vista or new cus-
tom Skulz camo.            

The Silverado, in Jim Shockey
Signature Series Yukon and Ventura
models, is a highly shootable 36.5-
inch ata sweetie (41 inches at full
draw), including a 7.375-inch brace
height for forgiveness and accuracy
while propelling arrows to IBO
speeds of up to 324 fps. The 4.3-
pound bow is powered by an 80 per-
cent let-off Velocitec Hybrid cam
system equipped with ball bearings
and parallel limbs. The Yukon’s riser
includes a black wrinkle powder-
coat finish with Realtree Hardwoods
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Alpine’s all-new LXP (Laterally eXtreme
Pocket) design gives the Nitrous a decided-
ly new look, a design that places the riser
back for speed-enhancing reflex but with
an inherently stable straight riser design.
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HD limbs. The one-piece riser holds
a stainless steel cable slide, plus cus-
tom string dampener incorporating
a Sims Decelerator Module. This
compliments other noise and vibra-
tion control features such as Sims
String Leeches and cable-rod
silencer, Teflon-equipped Mach 5
Cable slide and Alpine wrap-around
limb silencers. The riser also
includes dual-position rest and sight
taps. The Yukon looks are accented
by an antiqued medallion, check-
ered rosewood grip sporting JS ini-
tials and Fiberlok noise-reduction
shelf pad with Shockey logos. It uses
red and black Stone Mountain
Dakota Bowstrings for zero creep
and reliable peep rotation. 

The Ventura is essentially the
same bow, but without the Shockey
extras, covered in full Next G-1 Vista
camouflaging, including tan and
black Stone Mountain strings and

carbon cable slide. They’re available
in 29  to 32 inch draw lengths and 60
or 70 pounds.         

Bear Archery
Bear Archery is obviously banking

on the short-bow rage for 2010, prac-
tically redefining the marketplace
with compact models proving easy to
shoot, owning speed to burn, quiet
shooting characteristics and light
weight.    

Hot off the resounding success of
last year’s The Truth 2 (the
Primos/Bear partnership was dis-
solved for the 2010 season) the spank-
ing-new Bear Attack is a further
refinement of that sweet-shooting
technology. Most notably, the 7-inch-
braced Attack boasts smoking IBO
speeds of 340 fps, a 22 fps increase
from last year’s The Truth 2 flagship

model. This 31-inch, 4.2-pound
dynamo is packed with innovation.
The 80 percent let-off Bear E-Cam sin-
gle-cam system allows .50  to 1-inch
draw length adjustments from 25 to
30 inches, with no bow press required
for 1-inch increments. It also features
Zero-Tolerance (pivoting) Limb
Pockets holding Max Pre-Load Quad
Limbs. These limbs appear as near
semi-circles, creating beyond-parallel
limb geometry for a smooth draw
cycle and zero jump or hand shock on
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Bear’s leading model for the coming
year, the 31-inch Attack, offers many
improvements over last year’s flagship
model, including an increased 340 fps IBO
rating. Past-parallel Max Pre-Load Quad
limbs, improved Dual Arc Offset String
Suppressors and Zero Tolerance limb
pockets are also included.

The compact but speedy (328 fps) Bear
Assault is new for 2010, offering  super-
compact 30.75-inch axle-to-axle dimen-
sions perfect for close work, and 7.25-inch
brace height to make it wholly shootable.
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release. Improved Dual Arc Offset
String Suppressors provide even more
reliable silencing of the new Bear
Contra-Band HP strings and cables, a
proprietary process eliminating string
stretch, peep rotation and tuning
issues. Completing the package is a
stainless steel stabilizer bushing,
Teflon cable slide, synthetic grip and
Realtree APG HD camouflage finish.
They are offered in 50-, 60- and 70-
pound peak draw weights.

The new Bear Assault offers simi-
lar design features but loses a .25-inch
of ata length and a few ounces of mass
weight, while gaining .25-inch of
brace height. Those with long draw
lengths gain an inch at the back end,
as the Bear E-Cam is adjustable from
26 to 31 inches. The Assault boosts
arrows to 328 fps IBO speeds.                   

BowTech
BowTech needs no introduction,

as a company at the leading edge of
speed and compound-bow technolo-
gies such as Center Pivot Technology
risers, fast but smooth binary cam
systems, parallel-limb geometry and
stealthy silencing features
bowhunters crave. BowTech consis-
tently produces some of the most
talked-about bows in the industry.

For 2010 bowhunters will certain-
ly be talking about the Destroyer 350.
With the Destroyer 350 BowTech set
out to create a short bow that was
accurate, completely shock-free and
velvety smooth, and as a happen-
stance also produced 350 fps arrow
speeds. The 32-3/8 inch Destroyer 350
incorporates three new BowTech
technologies. The new 80 percent let-
off, rotating-module OverDrive
Binary cam is a synchronized dual
cam system that is 100 percent tun-
able and ultra stable, for incredible
accuracy within a comfortable draw
cycle. The rotating module system
allows 6 inches of draw length adjust-
ment, without using a bow press. New
HardCore Limbs include high-modu-
lus carbon core, storing energy not
only on the outer layers like conven-
tional limb designs, but throughout its
nucleus. This reduces stress, increases
durability while also producing less
noise and vibration. Finally, the new
FLX-Guard cable containment system

articulates during the draw cycle to
eliminate cable torque and reduce lat-
eral nock travel for more accuracy and
forgiveness. The bow also includes a
Carbon Rod String Stop to further
reduce shot noise and vibrations.
Overall, the 6-inch braced Destroyer
350 offers 25 to 30 inches of draw
length adjustment, in peak weights of
50, 60 and 70 pounds. 

The new Sentinel FLX is a longer,
more stable 36.75-inch ata model
with 7-inch brace height, also offering
330 fps IBO speeds. The Sentinel FLX,
as the name implies, includes the new
FLX-Guard to address the tuning
effects of high cable tension, but is
also built around BowTech’s Center
Pivot Technology riser. Second gener-
ation Center Pivot design (with half as
many parts as before for less weight
and vibration) captures limbs near
their center point to create a com-
pletely shock- and vibration-free

shooting experience. The CenterTrac
Binary Cam System assures zero cam
lean, increasing efficiency in an accu-
rate cam system delivering plenty of
speed, while also using a rotating
module system allowing at least 6
inches of draw length adjustments
and an infinite draw stop feature. Let-
off is adjustable from 65 to 80 percent.
The Sentinel FLX is also equipped
with Carbon Rod String Stop. It is
available in draw lengths from 24.5 to
30.5 inches and weights from 40 to 70
pounds, in a multitude of Realtree,
Advantage and Mossy Oak patterns.      

Darton Archery
The first in hybrid-cam technolo-

gy, Darton has remained an industry
innovator, creating straight-shooting
bows high on performance. The all-

The BowTech Destroyer 350, with new
OverDrive Binary Cam system, FLX-Guard
articulating cable guard and super-
durable HardCore Limbs, set the bar high
for compound bow innovation in 2010.

The brand-new Sentinel FLX is a rock-
solid 36.75-inch bow with target-like accu-
racy potential and a forgiving nature that
also gives the serious bowhunter brisk
330 fps arrow speeds.
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new Pro 600 is one of these, featuring
the Darton DualSync Cam system,
destined to become a sure winner
with the short-bow fan. With a 31-3/8
inch ata, the Pro 600 dazzles with a
smooth draw cycle and 310 fps IBO
arrow speeds from a forgiving 7.5-
inch brace height. The Pro 600 weighs
only 4 pounds and is offered in draw
weights from 40 to 70 pounds (in 10
pound increments) and draw lengths
from 25 to 30 inches. This bow comes
with a full set of draw-length modules,
allowing customers to change draw
length quickly and easily without a
bow press. The machined aluminum
riser includes a redesigned, smaller
grip and the cam system has a positive
draw stop, all included in a Darton
“Built to Hunt” package for less than
$400.   

The slightly longer Pro 3800 is the
result of many years of tweaking
Darton’s patented dual-cam systems.

This user-friendly 33-13/16 ata, 6-
inch braced bow is powered by the
company’s newest DualSync Cam
technology, combining excellent per-
formance with total shootability.
Darton President Rex Darlington says
“Never has a high performance bow
been offered in such a smooth-draw-

ing, ultra-forgiving package.”
The 80 percent let-off 3800 pro-

duces IBO speeds of up to 350-plus
fps, in draw weights from 50 to 70
pounds and draw lengths from 25 to
31 inches. It weighs 4 pounds and
comes with easy to change draw-
length modules, string suppressors,
machined aluminum riser, patented
limb pockets, to name but a handful
of its performance features.   

Elite Archery
Elite has made quick inroads into

the highly-competitive bow market
with quality, innovative products. The
company’s patent-pending Dual
Track Binary System cam is one of the
smoothest in its class and includes
double draw stops for a positive back
wall, adjustable let-off and accurate,
linear nock travel producing a
remarkable 88.5 percent efficiency
rating.

The improved 2010 Z28 is Elite’s
shortest offering, a 32.25-inch ata
powerhouse with a forgiving 7.75-
inch brace height. This 4.1-pound
unit is capable of IBO speeds of up to
320 fps, in draw lengths from 27 to 30
inches and draw weights from 60 to 90
pounds. It comes standard with
LimbSaver vibration dampening
components, including Quad limb
silencers and the improved String
Decelerator. 

Improved for 2010, the XLR is as
fast as it is forgiving, a rock-solid 37
inches sporting an 8.5-inch brace
height in a package that blasts arrows
from 320 to 330 fps. Whether target
shooting or chasing long-range game
such as pronghorn, the XLR gives your
customer one of the most accurate

The all-new Darton Pro 600 is a compact,
smooth-shooting machine offered at a
very reasonable price. It offers excellent
performance in a short-model bow any
customer can easily afford.

Highly forgiving and super fast are prime
selling points for the 2010 Darton Pro
3800. This 33-13/16-inch rocket launcher
uses a new DualSync Cam system to pro-
pel arrows to speeds of more than 350 fps.
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platforms in the business. The 4.4-
pound bow is offered in draw lengths
from 27 to 32 inches and draw weights
from 50 to 90 pounds. Like other Elite
models they’re factory equipped with
LimbSaver Quad limb silencers and
String Decelerator. All Elite models are
offered in Realtree AP HD and
Advantage Max-1 camouflage pat-
terns, or Ninja (all-black) or AT
Edition (AP or Max-1 limbs, black
riser). The XLR is also available in an
Anthracite Metallic target version.      

Hoyt
Hoyt is one of the dwindling few

brands still offering a bow for any
shooting style, from the stubborn fin-
ger shooter to the ardent short-bow

fan, even high-performance bows for
traditional archers, women and youth
archers. Finger shooters and hard-
core target heads might look to the
new 38-1/8- or 41.25-inch Contender,
41-inch Vantage Pro or 45-inch
Vantage Pro LTD, though it is Hoyt’s
newest engineering marvel that will
likely interest the largest contingency
of customers this season.

The Maxxis 31 is a compact bow
big on performance and innovation,
two qualities customers have come to
expect from Hoyt. It all starts with all-
new, past-parallel, laminated XTS
ARC Limb System (equipped with
standard Shox-Stop limb silencers),
engineered to kill vibration while pro-
moting the smoothest shot possible.
Each also includes the innovative In-
Line Roller Cable Guard to reduce fric-
tion and improve all-round efficiency
without adding bulk. All this is built
around a TEC LITE riser holding pop-

ular 180-degree grip and Stealth-Shot
string suppressor, powered by a XTR
Cam & 1/2 Performance System that
pushes arrows to IBO speeds of 323
fps while providing a forgiving 7-inch
brace height. The 3.9-pound bow is 31
inches long, with draw length
adjustable from 23.5 to 30 inches in
.50-inch increments. It’s offered in
head-to-toe black (perfect pop-up
blind camo) or Realtree APG HD; in
draw weights of 40-50, 50-60, 60-70,
70-80 and 80-90.

For a longer option look to the
new Maxxis 35, a bow designed for
those seeking added forgiveness and
long-range accuracy, or a steady
launch pad for 3-D tournaments. It
holds the exact features sure to make
the Maxxis 31 a hot seller, but with 35-
inch axle-to-axle specs, which
remarkably adds only a few ounces to
mass weight, while a 7-inch brace

Elite’s rock-solid and stable 37-inch XLR is
powered by a revolutionary Dual Track
Binary cam system that provides both a
silky-smooth draw cycle and arrow speed
of up to 330 fps.

For a bow with axle-to-axle dimensions of
only 32.25 inches, this little Elite Z28
dynamo proves big on performance while
also showing a smooth and forgiving
demeanor via its 8.5-in brace height.

You can always count on Hoyt to intro-
duce true innovation to bowhunting mod-
els. The brand-new Maxxis 31 is no excep-
tion, equipped with new past- parallel XTS
ARC limbs and In-Line roller Guard —
among other features — to be fast yet
highly shootable.
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